NOTES:
1. REMOVE AND RETAIN WALL AND FLOOR SEAT TRACK CAPS AND SEAT TRACKS, FULL LENGTH BOTH SIDES FOR REINSTALLATION.
2. REMOVE AND DISCARD LLEPM GLO-STRIP AND TRACK, FULL LENGTH.
3. REMOVE AND RETAIN BASEBOARD HEATER COVERS, COVER BRIDGES, DEFLECTORS AND HEATERS, FULL LENGTH BOTH SIDES FOR REINSTALLATION.
4. REMOVE AND RETAIN RESTROOM AND BULKHEAD WALL TRIM AT FLOOR.
5. ARR 207 ONLY: REMOVE ADA RESTROOM FLOOR TRIM.
6. ALL SEATS WILL BE REMOVED AND STORED BY ARRCC’S UPHOLSTERY CONTRACTOR.
**Notes:**

1. **Floor Area A (Passenger Seating)**
   1.1. Remove existing flooring and top ply-metal layer to wooden subfloor. Trim existing flooring and top ply-metal layer within 0.5" of bulkheads and partitions. Ventilate all surfaces until dry.
   1.2. Cut out and replace any decayed or damaged plywood subfloor with ¾" thick APA II-D sanded, Group 2, Exposure 1 Plywood Patch.
   1.3. Saturate all plywood surfaces with Resin/Acetone Solution.
   1.4. Mask off and protect imbeds and hardware which is unable to be removed.
   1.5. Laminate plywood surfaces with one layer 0.10 oz chopped strand mat.

2. **Floor Area B (Isle Way)**
   1.2. Cut out and replace any decayed or damaged plywood subfloor with ¾" thick APA II-D sanded, Group 2, Exposure 1 Plywood Patch. Ventilate all surfaces until dry.
   2.2. Saturate plywood surfaces with Resin/Acetone Solution.
   2.3. Mask off and protect imbeds and hardware which is unable to be removed.
   2.4. Laminate plywood surfaces with one layer 0.10 oz chopped strand mat plus additional 0.0025" finished thickness of 1708 fabric.

3. **ARR 207 Only**
   3.1. Remove existing finish flooring in ADA Restroom to metal restroom floor pan (toilet removed by ARR). Metal floor pan to remain intact. Patch existing hole in floor pan with 16 gauge 304 Stainless Steel and reinforce with one layer laminated 0.10 oz chop strand mat.

4. **All Areas:**
   4.1. Correct any deviations in laminated areas, apply topcoat and sand smooth for application of Industrial Rubber flooring.
   4.2. Clean work area for application of flooring by others.
NOTES:

1. CLEAN BASEBOARD HEATERS, DEFLECTORS, COVERS AND FLOOR SEAT TRACKS BEFORE REINSTALLATION.

2. AFTER FLOORING INSTALLATION IS COMPLETED (BY OTHERS):

2.1. REINSTALL BASEBOARD HEATERS, HEATER COVER BRIDGES, HEATER COVERS AND WALL SEAT TRACKS USING NEW ARRC PROVIDED HARDWARE. APPLY ONE LAYER ARRC PROVIDED 3/8"x2" HI-TEMP-CORK TAPE (PARKER VIRGINIA TEMP CORK TAPE OR APPROVED EQUAL) TO HEATER BRIDGES PRIOR TO COVER INSTALLATION.

2.2. REINSTALL FLOOR SEAT TRACKS USING NEW ARRC PROVIDED FASTENERS. REPLACE ANY DAMAGED FLOOR SEAT TRACK (INCLUDING DAMAGE CAUSED BY REMOVAL) WITH NEW ARRC PROVIDED TRACK EXTENSION SECTION. PAINT BOTTOM SURFACE OF SEAT TRACKS WITH HIGH-ZINC SOLIDS SSPC PAINT-20 COMPLIANT CORROSION INHIBITING PAINT BEFORE INSTALLATION (CINNAMON 9 VOC OR SIMILAR).

2.3. TORQUE WALL AND FLOOR SEAT TRACK SCREWS TO 60 IN-LB.

2.4. INSTALL NEW ARRC PROVIDED LLEPM TRACK AND GLO-STRIP.

2.5. INSTALL NEW ADA RESTROOM SLIDING DOOR FLOOR TRACK.

2.6. REINSTALL DOOR THRESHOLDS AND ORIGINAL TRIM WHERE CO-BASE TRIM WAS NOT INSTALLED IN PLACE.